
Steve Kirsch estimates between 5M and 12M people have been killed by COVID
clot shots worldwide (so far)

Description

The Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines have killed between five million and 12 million people,
according to entrepreneur Steve Kirsch.

Several commenters on Kirsch’s Substack page provided the breakdown of this figure, which the
entrepreneur attested to. They quoted Our World in Data’s finding that 12.46 billion COVID-19
vaccines had been injected into people’s arms worldwide.

“In my opinion, a reasonable estimate is to divide the number of doses by 1,000. A more conservative
number is to divide the number of doses by 2,500,” said Kirsch, who is also a vaccine safety advocate.

Dividing the 12.46 billion doses by the reasonable estimate of 2,500 yielded almost five million
fatalities, while dividing that total by the conservative estimate of 1,000 yielded 12.46 million
deaths. (Related: COVID vaccines are 7,402% deadlier than all other vaccines combined, warns UK
Medicine Regulator.)

“That conservative estimate gets you to five million killed, only 16 times the number of Americans killed
in World War II,” Kirsch remarked.

“We are approaching the six million Jews killed in the Holocaust over 12 years worldwide, at a rate at
least six times faster than the Germans did. We are killing nearly close to 10,000 people every single
day; the latest rate was roughly 8.46 million doses a day.”

The entrepreneur lamented this vaccine holocaust: “We are killing an awful lot of people, but world
leaders are looking the other way and saying nothing while all of us watch the high number of death
reports in the media of people who died ‘unexpectedly’ and hear no explanation.”

“The vaccine is never mentioned in any of these unexplained death reports, yet people all over the
world have noticed that these unexpected deaths are only happening to the vaccinated.”

According to Kirsch, hundreds of people at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – both
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currently employed and retired – remain silent over the matter. Even former President Donald Trump
refuses to speak out, he added.

“This is why we have no debates, only censorship – so the killing continues unabated.”

UK entering the next stage of vaccine holocaust with omicron-
specific vaccine

According to Kirsch, the first COVID-19 vaccine was injected on Dec. 8, 2020 in the United Kingdom –
marking the start of a historic mass vaccination program. France followed suit 19 days later on Dec.
27, 2020 when the country’s first COVID-19 vaccine dose was injected there. Since then, the mass
vaccination campaign against COVID-19 has been ongoing for 20 months.

The U.K. also opened the next phase of the vaccine holocaust on Aug. 15, when it approved
Moderna’s next generation COVID-19 vaccine. The new vaccine – dubbed mRNA-1273.214 or
Spikevax Bivalent – was tailored for the original SARS-CoV-2 strain and the B11529 omicron variant.

A GB News report stated that the U.K. Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
authorized Moderna’s new shot for use as first, second and booster doses. The British regulator
defended its authorization, saying that the vaccine’s “typically mild” side effects were the same as
those seen in the original mRNA-1273 vaccine.

Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel described mRNA-1273.214 as a “next-generation COVID-19 vaccine”
and lauded its “important role in protecting people in the U.K.” over the winter.

“We are delighted with the MHRA’s authorization of Spikevax Bivalent,” Bancel said. “This represents
the first authorization of an Omicron-containing bivalent vaccine, further highlighting the dedication and
leadership of the UK public health authorities in helping to end the COVID-19 pandemic.”

Bancel also touted the new vaccine, pointing out how it has “consistently shown superior breadth of
immune response” over alternatives in clinical trials. His remarks echoed that of Moderna Chief
Medical Officer Dr. Paul Burton, who previously said the new vaccine can boost a person’s antibodies
to such high levels that it may only be needed annually.

The Massachusetts-based Moderna said it has also completed applications for mRNA-1273.214’s
regulatory approval in Australia, Canada and the European Union.

Visit VaccineDeaths.com for more about the fatalities caused by the COVID-19 vaccine.

Watch Drs. Robert Malone and Peter Navarro warn the American public against getting the lethal 
Moderna COVID-19 vaccine below.

 

By Ramon Tomey
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